
Status Report 

(For the Period Ending 31 August 1972)

TROPICAL WIND. ENERGY CONVERSION. REFERENCE LEVEL EXPERIMENT (TWERLE)

The major activities for this reporting period have been the completion 
of the Ascension launches, a launch site survey trip in Africa, the develop
ment of calibration formulae for TWERLE, and a continuing design effort on 
the TWERLE electronics system (including transmitter performance tests and 
balloon platform simulator), both at NCAR and the University of Wisconsin.

Description of Ascension Flights

Table 1 lists all parameters measured on the flights from Ascension 
Island during July and August.

Table 2 shows flight duration of the balloons launched from Ascension 
Island.

Balloon Performance Report

All balloons launched (20) reached float altitude and survived the 
critical first few days, except one. It lost most of its flight train 
during launch due to an unexpected cross-wind gust at the time of release.

Discrepancy Detail

A. Shipping Box: Two of three boxes arrived upside down due to the 
lack of pallets and "UPf" mark on the box. Both of these details had 
been specified. Luckily, none of the balloons were damaged due to 
being overturned.

Box contents, i.e., balloon serial numbers, were not marked on the 
outside of the box, thus the vapor seals on all boxes had to be 
broken before actual needed time to find the uncapped balloons that 
were required for the first flight.

The cardboard puncture-resistant cover placed on top of the top 
balloon in each box was found ineffective because moisture and humidity 
had made it soft and soggy. Since the bottom of the box was unpro
tected by a pallet it was also vulnerable to puncture penetrations, 
but none had occurred. A change to masonite hardboard will be made 
to packaging specifications.

B. Balloon Inflation Fitting; One inflation fitting on balloon 
R-72-6 was inoperative because of tight threads. Attempt to operate 
the fitting with three different adaptors and lubricant were unsuccess
ful. Consequently, the balloon could not be flown and was returned
as a reject.

C. Balloon Inflation Sleeve: A small nylon line loop used to suspend



TABLE I

Ascension Island Balloons

89154 B/P 3 Jul capped (72-18)

B Sun Angle
D Package Temperature Digi - 10K YSI

90152 B/L 3 Jul clear (72-19)

B Sun Angle
L Temperature - University of Wisconsin Thermal Oven - 10K YSI 

(white sphere with 3" black stripe around center)

91153/6 NABL/SD 3 Jul capped (72-02)

N Sun Angle
A Gas Temperature - 3K YSI 
B Strain 
L Reference

- f)
SD Altimeter - SN 36 - T  = 1.35 x 10 

Air Temperature - SN 8 
Pressure - S/N A01
Pressure Temperature - 10K YSI - 2" black stripe

92158 AN 5 Jul clear (72-22)

AN Sun Angle

93155 RDPC 7 Jul capped (72-17)

R Sun Angle
D Current to Oven
P Temperature - Active oven in white sphere - 10K YSI
C Reference

94157 B/J 7 Jul clear (72-23)

B Sun Angle
J Temperature - C. Morel thermal package - 30K YSI

95152/4 AC/SG 10 Jul capped (72-08)

AC Sun Angle 
SG Altimeter - S/N 38

Air Temperature - S/N 7 (shorted sensor)
Pressure - S/N 9 - bubble pressure sensor
Pressure Temperature - 10K YSI and 7.47K resistor in series



TABLE I. Continued

96156 AK 10 Jul clear (72-21)

AK Sun Angle

97152/5 BLCP/UK 13 Jul capped (72-03)

B Sun Angle
L Gas Temperature - 3K YSI
C Strain
P Reference

UK Altimeter - S/N 31
Air Temperature - S/N 13
Pressure - S/N 8
Pressure Temperature - 10K YSI

98157 AL 13 Jul clear (72-20)

AL Sun Ang le

99151/3 AB/WO 14 Jul capped (72-07)

AB Sun Ang le

WO Altimeter (dual)
Air Temperature - S/N 3 (shorted sensor)
Switch
Internal Temperature - 2-10K in series

100155/2 AJ/RG 17 Jul capped (72-05)

Loss of payload on rocks due to crosswind at launch

AP Sun Angle

KW Altimeter - S/N 30
Air Temperature - S/N 14 
Pressure - A05
Pressure Temperature - 10K YSI

102156 B/G 21 Jul capped (72-01)

B Sun Angle
G Temperature - University of Wisconsin silver and white ball

(silver up) - 10K YSI

101151/5 AP/KW 19 Jul capped (72-04)



TABLE I, Continued

103153 B/N 26 Jul capped (72-16)

&B
N

Sun Angle 
Temperature - Black thermal enclosure - 30K YSI

104155 B/F 27 Jul

B
F

Sun Angle 
Temperature - Black 

(hat)
thermal enclosure - 30K YSI

105151 B/C 28 Jul

B
C

Sun Angle 
Temperature - White 

(hat)
thermal enclosure - 10K YSI

106154 AG 2 Aug

AG Sun Angle

107153 AS 3 Aug

AS Sun Angle

108154 B/K 4 Aug

hat

capped (72-13)

capped (72-14)

capped (72-15)

capped (72-12)

capped (72-11)

B Sun Angle
K Reference - 49. 9K resistor



TABLE 2. TWERLE-3 Flight Record as of 31 August 1972.

Launch
Site

Flight
No.

Capped/
Uncapped

NCAR 
Code No.

Duration
(Days)

Last Known 
Position

Probable
Failure
Mode

*
ASI 89 C R-72-18 20 2 ON Cutdown

ASI 90 U R-72-19 60 Still flying

ASI 91 c R-72-02 58 Still flying

ASI 92 U R-72-22 10 7N/19E Weather

ASI 93 c R-72-17 56 Still flying

ASI 94 u R-72-23 56 Still flying

ASI 95 c R-72-08 53 Still flying

ASI 96 u R-72-21 53 Still flying

ASI 97 c R-72-03 50 Still flying

ASI 98 u R-72-20 50 Still flying

ASI 99 c R-72-07 20 5N/18W Weather or cutdow

ASI 100 c R-72-05 Abort

ASI 101 c R-72-04 44 Still flying

ASI 102 c R-72-01 42 Still flying

ASI 103 c R-72-16 38 Still flying

ASI - 104 c R-72-13 31 5S/73W Balloon failure

ASI 105 c R-72-14 6 31S/54E Balloon failure

ASI 106 c R-72-15 11 31S/91E Balloon failure

ASI 107 c R-72-12 10 8N/5E Weather or 
Balloon failure

ASI 108 c R-72-11 11 11S/51E Balloon failure

ASI = Ascension Island



the balloon during weigh-off failed due to improper installation in 
the load tape. Repair was easily made, since special tools were 
available, but additional instructions will be needed to prevent 

reoccurrence of this failure.

The balloon inflation sleeve for sphere R-72-12 was found to have a 
defective seam. As the balloon was installed on the launch truck, a 
three-foot long section of the seam separated. The bulging balloon 
was contained by pressure sensitive tape during launch. Tighter 
controls on the sleeve sealing process or seam sample tests will be 
required to prevent a reoccurrence of this type failure.

Balloon Shipping Box - The cardboard box used was very lightweight 
and easy to handle. Eight balloons per box made an ideal package.

The use of plastic banding is essential since the boxes tend to 
crush and shrink slightly due to handling, so steel bands become loose 
when used.

An inner puncture protective sheet of hardboard on top of the box 
is needed. The cardboard sheet used was ineffective because it became 
soft and soggy due to moisture, especially when outside the vapor liner.

Cardboard Cartons - The inner carton containing the balloons lacked 
an inner protective liner to prevent abrasion between the balloon sleeve 
and the cardboard carton. This was not a requirement for these balloons, 
but will be an addition to future orders.

The carton design consisted of a full-slotted top and bottom which 
had a butt joint opening along the full top and bottom. This design is 
not desirable since the balloon and sleeve is exposed along the crack.
A carton design with the joint along the edges will be used on future 
orders.

Inflation Sleeve - The clear plastic sleeve used performed very well. 
The strips pulled open reliably each time and balloon folding inside the 
sleeve achieved the desired cylindrical-shaped balloon when inflated. A 
"cut here" mark on the sleeve and where the inflation fitting is to be 
inserted will be added on future orders.

A weight attachment pocket will be added to each end of the sleeve 
to simplify adding ballast needed for weigh-off. This can be a sealed 
area added to the flap that extends at the sleeve ends.

Balloon - The balloon itself appeared satisfactory in all respects. 
Packing and protective pads allowed the balloons to survive shipment with 
no apparent damage. The load suspension lines and attachment tabs worked 
well.

A recently designed inflation fitting was used for the first time 
on these units. All except one, with defective threads, performed satis
factorily. The holding tab tape fastened under the fitting was very 
useful in final sealing after inflation.



Comments on Other Equipment

Launch Support Equipment

A. Balloon Inflation Box (BIB): A new, prefabricated, rigid BIB 
was installed and used satisfactorily on this test. Its assembly was 
considered slightly difficult and some changes in set-up can be made 
to correct this situation on future units.

Window, door and walk-ways added since last time were useful improve
ments .

A fold-out side platform with steps will be needed to facilitate 
access to the scales located on top. of the box.

Internally mounted temperature and humidity instruments were found 
easy to use and provided improved accuracy in weigh-off correction 
measurements.

B. Inflation Hose: The 1/2-inch I.D. inflation hose coupled with 
1/2-inch I.D. inflation fitting allowed rapid inflation without excess 
noise or balloon flutter. This size hose was considered satisfactory 
and will be used in the future.

Summary of Suggested Improvements

1. Properly mark balloon contents on boxes.

2. Mark "UPf" on all four sides of boxes.

3. Band boxes to pallets with plastic band and label boxes "not to be 
removed from pallets."

4. Install hardboard protective sheets inside vapor liners (top and 
bottom of box).

5. Use balloon carton design with joint at overlapped edges.

6. Place a plastic protective liner in the carton before packing sleeved 
balloon.

7. Check inflation fittings to insure they work free and easy before shipping.

8. Add a "cut here" mark on the end of the inflation sleeve.

9. Add weight holder pockets to both ends of the sleeve.



CALIBRATION FORMULA FOR TWERLE BALLOON FLIGHTS

Thermistor Calibration

The VECO 10-mil aluminized bead thermistors are calibrated by the 
manufacturer at three points; -40°C, -60°C and -80 C. To get inbetween 
points, the following equations are used:

_At + —
(1) Rt = pe + T

<2>

Rt - Resistance of thermistor in K ohms

T = Temperature in degrees Kelvin

P = Constant for thermistor

A = Constant for thermistor

B = Constant for thermistor

Equation (2) is equation (1) rewritten in a form that T can be computed 
when R is known.

Radio Altimeter Calibration 

=  - ( ? - * ) §

H = altitude in meters 

N = mode (mode = 3 for TWERLE)
— 6

^ = time delay internal to radio altimeter in sec, A =  1.35 x 10 sec 

for Ascension
O

C = velocity of light 2.9978 x 10 m/sec 

f = frequency output from radio altimeter

Pressure Sensor Calibration

The pressure sensor output consists of two frequencies. One frequency 
is proportional to pressure and the other frequency is a reference. The 
output switches between pressure frequency and reference on control from 
the data encoder. The data encoder up counts on the reference and down 
counts on the pressure. The results is that the difference between the 
two frequencies is the number that is encoded.

(3) P = a( a f) 2 + b( A f) + c



P = pressure in mb

A f  = difference frequency in Hertz

a
b
c

constants computed using three, P and three A f  

calibration points

Temperature Correction

Since the calibration of the pressure sensor is temperature dependent, 
the sensor is calibrated at two temperatures, T^ and T2. This gives two 

calibration equations.

Equation (5) is used to compute the corrected pressure directly using 
A f  and T as input parameters.

Data Encoder Calibrations

Digi-GHOST data is transmitted in three letter Morse code words.
Each letter is actually a digit in an octal number. Figure 3 shows the

P^ - a ^ ( A f ) 2 + b ^ ( A f )  + c (calibrated at T^)

P0 - a ( A f ) 2 + b ( A f )  +  c (calibrated at T„)
z 1 X 1 2

(4)

P^ = pressure calculated from T^ calibration in millibars 

= pressure calculated from T^ calibration in millibars 

T = temperature measured at pressure sensor in degrees
centigrade

Equation (4) is used to compute the temperature corrected pressure

(5) P = d ( A f ) 2 +  e A f  + g + T| ^ 4-3' h( A f ) 2 + j A f  + k

e = b

d = a

1

1

g c k = c
1

c21



conversion from code to letter to octal.

Octal to Decimal Conversion

Code Letter Octal

S 0

_  .. D 1

R 2

___ . G 3

. . U 4

_  • _  K 5

. ___  W 6

0 7

The octal number is transmitted in reverse order from the way numbers 
are conventionally written.

x y z

x = least significant digits 

y = middle digit 

z = most significant digit

The procedure for converting to a decimal number is as follows:

(6) x + 8y +  64z = N 

N = decimal number

x = octal equivalent of first letter 

y = octal equivalent of second letter 

z = octal equivalent of third letter

Example: Convert DOG to decimal

D = 1

0 = 7  

G = 3

N = 1 +  8 X 7 +  64 X 3 = 

N = 1 + 56 + 192 = 248



Digi Altimeter Calibration

= 8n + 4096^ 
 ̂ ; 2.56

f = frequency output from altimeter 

N = decimal number from octal to decimal conversion 

x = number of times counter overflows

Overflows as a function of altitude:

X altitude range in meters

18 15,411 14,589
19 14,589 13,850
20 13,850 13,181
21 13,181 12,572

Digi Pressure Sensor Calibration 

(8)
(512 - N )8 + 4096x 

A  1.28

A f  = difference frequency 

N = decimal number from octal to decimal conversion 

x = number of times counter overflows

Digi Temperature Calibration 
C (N - A ) 

(9) R = n n
B + A - N 
n n

R = resistance in K ohms

N = decimal number from octal to decimal conversion 

A
n

B
n

C
n

= coefficients computed using three R, and three N calibration 

points

Altimeter Data Reduction Process

1. Convert Digi code to decimal number:

2. Convert decimal number to altimeter frequency:

n\ f = 8N + 4096x
2.56



3. Convert frequency to altitude:

H
9978 x l(f8

X Altitude Range

18 15,411 14,589

19 14,589 13,850

20 13,850 13,181

21 13,181 12,572

Temperature Data Reduction Process

1. Convert Digi code to decimal number: use octal to decimal conversion

2. Convert decimal number to resistance value

C (N - A )
R = n

B + A - N 
n n

Digi
ID ____________________ Air Temperature__________________________

A B C
n n n

SD -303.0175 1034.1534 33.932

SG - - - - - - - - - - - -  shorted sensor - - - - - - - - -

UK -313.9258 1021.1645 32.7290

WO - - - - - - - - - - - -  shorted sensor - - - - - - - - -

KW -303.9853 1010.5947 33.1258

____________________ Pressure Temperature_____________________

A B C
n n n

SD -305.0736 1036.742 33.5861

SG -309.8254 1041.9992 33.8703

UK -318.0741 1023.9165 32.3927

WO* -319.4425 1034.1901 32.9617

KW -300.7089 1015.8005 33.4162

*W0 is an internal temperature



3. Convert resistance to temperature

T = 2A j ”  l n p  + V  (ln  £  )2 + 4AB

SN

8

7

13

3

14

TyPe__

10K YSI 

A

10K YSI

*

10K YSI

ID  Air Temperature_________________________

P A B

SD .238587 .015991 1832.98

SG shorted sensor - - - - - - - -

UK .045796 .013021 2034.01

WO - - - - - - - - - - - -  shorted sensor - - - - - - - -

KW .051658 .013359 2010.41

ID  Pressure Temperature

p A B

SD .019431 .009770 2729.83

SG 6.6886 x 10" 12 -.035273 5382.87

UK .019431 .009770 2729.83

WO .038862 .009770 2729.83

KW .019431 .009770 2729.83

A 10K YSI in series with 7.47K ohms 

* 2-10K YSI thermistors in series



Calibration Coefficients

Code A1

JL CL U U.J. c

A2 (x) A3 (x2) A4 (x3)

10K B/D 65.718838 -6.835664 0. 175769 -0.001876

10K B/G 66.034195 -6.916264 0.179725 -0.001929

30K B/J 98.463690 -6.420018 0.135625 -0.001202

10K B/L 73.373799 -7.233964 0.181980 -0.001868

10K RDPC 66.023274 -7.089299 0.188659 -0.002079

3K BLCP 23.505504 -4.698044 0.116903 -0.001330

3K NABL 26.865826 -4.784369 0.115790 -0.001277

30K B/F 89.786469 -6.286612 0.141531 -0.001362

30K B/C 88.967286 -6.637903 0.158884 -0.001638

30K B/K 97.383963 -6.526653 0.141559 -0.001290

30K B/N 96.673830 -6.805769 0.155070 -0.001487

Calibration Range

30K +  20°C — ► - 30°C 

10K 0°C— ► - 40°C 

3K - 30°C— ► - 72°C

Coefficients - N— >»p Equations 

Balloon d e

9.7152
UK .190488 -35.468503 1767. 604543 .022308 -3.676568 149.631136

95152
SG .188638 -39.867230 2221.564706 .005960 -1.149228 54.275850

91153
SD .115052 -23.875696 1356. 283270 .004578 -0.847508 38.513601

101151
KW .050602 -12.289971 865. 162720 .001090 -0.231598 11.999417

reg 020 reg 021 reg 022 reg 023 reg 024 reg 025

= p l + - p l) = P1 + ( n s ^ ) ( p i '

M E
= d(A f) + e( A  f) +  g +

(512 - N~)8 + 4096x 
1.28

h( A  f) + j ( A  f) + k

NOTE: for KW, replace 3 with 1.5
replace 14 with 12.5



J

N = Digi Number

x = overflow

T = pressure temperature

d = a.

e = b n

h = a^ - a2

J " b l - b2 p2 = a2 ( A f ) + b2 (A f ) + c2

g = ci k  =  c i  -  c 2

Coefficients for N ►R

Digi A — ►reg 010 
n

Air Temperature Channel

B — ►reg Oil 
n

■reg 012

13

3

14

SD

SG

UK

WO

KW

-303.0175

-319.9726

-313.9258

-300.9853

1034.1534 

1047.2381 

1021.1645 

shorted sensor 

1010.5947

33.932

33.1899

32.7290

33.1258

SD

SG

UK

WO

KW

Pressure Temperature Channel

-305.0736 1036.742

-309.8259 1041.9992

-318.0741 1023.9165

-319.4425 1034.1901

-300.7089 1015.8005

33.5861

33.8703

32.3927

32.9617-

33.4162

internal
temperature

N = A +
BR

R +  C

R = C(A - N)..
(N - A - B)



Pressure and Internal Temperature Calibrations, R — »T

Code

in series

Pressure Temperature

P b t

10K YSI SD

10K YSI UK .019431 .009770 2729

10K YSI KW

10K YSI SG 
7.47K resistor

6.6886 x 10 "12 -.035273 5382

Internal Temperature

P B

2-10K YSI WO .038862 .009770 2729

T 2A ' ln
+ 4AB



A site survey trip was performed to evaluate the possibilities of 

the African continent. The areas surveyed included the Seychelles Islands, 

Kenya and Ghana. The area with the highest potential for the TWERLE is 

Kenya.

GENERAL CRITERIA FOR TWERLE SITE SELECTION 

Launch Site

A. Location adjacent to airport:

1. Near parking ramp or runways.
2. Length of runway required for balloon launch (dependent on 

velocity of surface winds).
3. Minimum length = 2000 feet.
4. Maximum length =* 5000 feet.

B. Access to runways:

1. Smooth, paved road from assembly building to runways.

C. What is level of local air traffic during one 24-hour period?
How frequent commercial flights? How much local business/private 
aircraft traffic?

D. Best balloon launch time is early morning, between hours of 0600 
to 0900, at times of minimum wind velocity, but before 1000 hrs.

1. Wind/climatological data?
2. Wind (rose) direction/speed distribution.
3. Diurnal variation?

Logistics

A. Air Cargo:

1. What airlines serve area from U.S.?
2. What is frequency of flights?

B. Sea Cargo

1. What steamship lines call at seaport? Name, location and 
distance from the airport.

C. Local heavy hauling:

1. How many companies, names and addresses.

2. Type of equipment available i.e., fort lift stake bed 
trucks, flat bed semi, etc.

LAUNCH SITE SURVEY



D. Rental cars:

1. Who operates a service?
2. What are the rates?
3. Type of vehicles available —  sedans, station wagons, pick-ups 

scooters, etc.
4. What type of drivers license required?

E. Customs:

1. What is required to clear launch equipment and flight hardware
2. Is visa required for our people?
3. Where located? Airport? Downtown?
4. Any special considerations for our operation?

F. Storage or Warehouse Space:

1. What facilities, if needed, beyond capacity of our TWERLE 
assembly building?

2. Where located?

Assembly Building

A. Minimum area required = 2,000 square feet (35 x 60').

B. Floor - Concrete floor slab (reinforced, surface painted and/or 
carpeted.

C. Exterior walls should be insulated (masonry, steel, wood).

D. Interior walls - hard surface paneling (light color and scratch 
resistant).

E. Ceiling insulated. In balloon area ceiling should be a poly
coated foam board; other areas should be acoustical tile.

F. Electrical Power Requirements:

1. What type service available locally?
2. Should be single phase, 100 amp capacity.

3.  volts AC.
4.  cps (line frequency).
5. High level lighting in electronic and balloon areas.
6. Sufficient electrical outlets in all work areas.

G. Air Conditioning:

1. As required to maintain constant temperature in work areas 
of balloons and electronics.

H. Water:

1. Minimum plumbing for toilets.
2. Cold drinking water.



I. Local contractors for erection of pre-fab building or remodeling 
of existing structure. Name and address.

Communications

A. Local telephone service.

B. Teletype terminal - commercial or NASA?

Proposed Staff for Each Site

A. NCAR or Contract:

1. One station manager.
2. Two balloon technicians.
3. Two electronic technicians.

B. Local hire:

1. One office clerk, records, reports, teletype operation.
2. One general maintenance, messenger, etc.

Photographs of Each Site Should Include the Following Data

A. Compass orientation, North, South, East, West of loc^il horizon 
around the airport.

B. Inside/outside of any potential existing building. Notes should 
indicate approximate dimensions and describe type of construction 
and condition of structure; recommendations to rehabilitate for 
use by TWERLE; location relative to runways, ramp, other buildings, 
etc.

C. Photos of local weather station, wind equipment, upper air 
inflation and launch facilities, relative location to airport.

D. Photos of airport runways, ramp, direction of runways, possible 
location of a new assembly building,

E. Living accommodations - hotels, motels, houses, apartments, etc.

F. Collect rates, maps of area and other supporting literature or 
photograph similar items.

SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL SITES

Seychelles Islands

A. Geography: The Seychelles archipelego, spread over a large area 
area of the western Indian Ocean, comprises 84 islands of which 39 are 
granitic and 45 coralline. There are, in addition, a number of tiny cays 
and rocks. The total land area is approximately 107 square miles.



Mahe, the largest island, lies nearly 1,000 miles due east of Mombasa, 
600 miles north of the Malagasy Republic and 1,750 miles south-west of 
Bombay. It has an area of some 57 square miles. A central mass of 
granitic peaks rises to nearly 3,000 feet above sea level. The other 
granitic islands, which include Praslin, the second largest, are all 
within a radius of 35 miles of Mahe. All like Mahe, are of great scenic 
beauty, with lush, green vegetation (but no poisonous snakes). The 
islands are about 600 million years old - being the world's only group 
of ancient granite islands in mid-ocean.

The coralline islands are in general only a little above sea level 
and have no permanent population. Many are typical atolls, hardly touched 
by time. Some of them contain rare species of wildlife and are of consid
erable interest to naturalists and scientists.

B. Climate: The climate is equable and healthy with only slight 
variation of temperature from 24°C (75°F) to 30°C (85°F). The coolest 
time of the year is in July and August, during the south-east trade winds 
which blow from May to October. The hottest months are March and April, 
when the north-west trade winds blow.

Annual rainfall varies in different parts of Mahe from 70 inches to 
135 inches; the greatest part falling between December and May. Rainfall 
in the coral islands is considerably less.

All the islands lie outside the cyclone belt and high winds are rare.

C. The Sea: The islands of the Seychelles Group stands on a vast 
kidney-shaped plateau where the warm sea ranges in color from translucent 
pale green to a deep, almost indigo, blue. Seen from any angle, at any 
distance, these island-dotted waters from a panorama of incredible beauty.

C. Recommendations: Mahe is suffering under the sudden impact of 
increased tourist trade during the last year, since the new commercial 
airport has been open. This factor has created problems with local water 
shortages, lack of ground transportation and available hotel accommodations. 
The cost of living and real estate has risen considerably also. The new 
runway is built from a land fill adjacent to the island and is the 
largest, single piece of flat land on the island. The property along the 
runway is very high priced, even for a short time lease. This factor 
precludes an economical site for the assembly building. There is another 
small island 12 miles from Mahe that has a small airstrip, and not as 

many of the problems that exist on Mahe. The disadvantage of the island 
is the logistics to set-up the station and keep it supplied.

Therefore, the Seychelles are not recommended as a suitable launch 
site for the TWERLE program.

Kenya

During the initial meetings with the Director General of the East 
African Community Department of Meteorology and his staff, it was determined 
that the two airports at Nairobi would not be satisfactory for a launch site 
due to the extremely heavy air traffic each day. Therefore, an alternate



plan for the investigation of other sites was developed. The meteorologists 
suggested several places in western Kenya, which had an airstrip served by 
the air charter companies. There is also a hail suppression program being 
operated by an American company in the tea-growing area west of Nairobi.
An extensive investigation of eleven potential sites was made, from the 
dry lake area south of Nairobi to the fertile valleys as far west as 
Lake Victoria then through the highlands north of Nairobi.

The areas which satisfy the largest number of conditions of the 
General Criteria are Kericho and Nakuru. It is recommended that the 
Kericho site be first considered as the TWERLE station in East Africa, 
since it has a good grass airstrip, reasonable living accommodations at 
the Tea Hotel, good logistic routes by Air, road and rail (to within 
20 miles), very light winds during morning hours and the convenience of 
an established American weather-modification contractor operating from 
the airport. This contractor has established good working relationships 
with the local business men and government agencies.

Other sites investigated were as follows:

Wilson Airport, Nairobi, Amboseli, Magadi, Narok, Kericho, Kisumu, 
Kitale, Rumuruti, Thompson's Falls, Nakuru, Naivasha.

A rating system was developed to evaluate each site, with 5 = excellent,
3 = good, and 1 = poor. The following factors were considered in the 
ratings:

A. Launch Site:

1 . Clear area for climb-out.
2. Clear space around building
3. Surface winds.
4. Runway - length and width.
5. Local aircraft traffic.
6. Surface ground conditions.
7. Cloud cover during mornings

B. Logistics:

1 . Air cargo.
2 . Heavy hauling.
3. Rental vehicles.

C. New Assembly Building:

1 . Location on site.
2 . Electrical power.
3. Water supply.

D. Communications:

1 . Telephone
2 . Te lex



E. Staff and Accommodations:

1. Local hire.
2. Hous ing.

The following sites were rated accordingly:

1. Kericho - 81 points

2. Nakuru - 71 points

3. Wilson - 63 points

4. Kisumu - 53 points

5. Amboseli - 51 points

6. Naivasha - 49 points

7. Kitale - 47 points

8. Rumuruti - 45 points

9. Narok - 43 points

10. Magadi - 43 points

11. Thompson's Falls - 41 points

There are no existing buildings available at Kericho for our use. 
Therefore, a new assembly building will have to be erected. A cost 
analysis is now being made to determine the most feasible method of 
obtaining a launch building on the airport.

Ghana

The last area to be visited in Africa was Accra, Ghana, on the west 
coast of Africa. The only airport is the Kotoka International, located 
4.5 miles northeast of Accra. A new assembly building would have to be 
erected here, also. There are no good, reasonable living accommodations 
around Accra, the best being at the Continental Hotel. The general climate 
is hot and humid. The airport would provide sufficient space for our 
operations.



INTERFACE DECISIONS

During a meeting held in Madison, Wisconsin, on August, between 
Dr. Nadav Levanon, Chuck Blair, Bob Ohelkers and Ernest Lichfield, the 
following interface decisions were agreed upon.

Power Switching of Radio Altimeter

Power to the radio altimeter will be switched by the Data Encoder.
This includes both the + and - supplies. The expected altimeter load
is 35 ma on both supplies. The on time will be approximately 45 sec. Chuck
Blair will send NCAR a suggested power switching circuit.

Pressure Sensor Interface

A. - 12 volt supply at all times.

B. + 12 volt power switched from Data Encoder with on time of 5.12 
seconds to turn on output drive circuit.

C. +  12 volt power switched from Data Encoder with an on time of
2.56 seconds to drive relay.

Transmitter Interface

A. Transmitter on signal: this will be a + 12 volt signal that will 
activate turn on circuits inside the transmitter.

B. Modulation signal: the modulation signal will have the following 
format:

0 volts 

+6 volts 

+ 12 volts

Voltage Regulator

It was agreed that a mil-grade regulator module would be used in the 
voltage regulator. The voltage regulator will be located in the transmitter 

or oscillator package.

60

+ 60



TWERLE BALLOON PLATFORM SIMULATOR

The TWERLE balloon platform simulator will consist of eight TWERLE 
balloon flight electronics systems, minus sensor circuits. The flight 
electronics systems will be packaged in 19-inch rack with controls and 
outputs so that the systems can be operated to simulate eight flying 
balloons. This simulator will be used to demonstrate the compatibility 
between the balloon systems and the satellite.

Construction

It is proposed that the simulator will be constructed in three pieces. 
The front of each piece will be a 19-inch rack that will bolt into a 
single cabinet. The three assemblies will be divided as follows:

A. Radio Frequency Assembly will contain

1. Eight oscillator oven modules.

2. Eight transmitter modules.

3. RF attenuators and power combiner circuits.

4. Radio frequency shielding and isolation circuits.

B. Data Encoder Assembly will contain

1. Eight Data Encoder circuits. NOTE: The sensor input portions 
of these circuits will not be complete.

C. Power supply assembly will contain

1. Eight + 12 volt power supplies.
2. EMI power line finters.

Controls

A. Radio Frequency Assembly

1. Step attenuator for each of the eight transmitter outputs.

B. Data Encoder Assembly

1. On/off switch for each of the eight data systems.
2. Reset button for each of the eight data systems.

C. Power Supply Assembly

1. On/off power switch.

Indicators

A. Data Encoder Assembly

1. Transmitter on lamp for each of the eight systems.



B. Power Supply Assembly

1. Line power on lamp. 

Test Points

A. Data Encoder Assembly

1. Manchester data: Manchester data prior to RF modulation.

2. Transmitter ON: a logic signal which is high for the duration 
of the platform transmission.

Output Signal

A. Radio frequency Assembly

1. Combined radio frequency signal from all eight systems.

Shielding

The simulator will be carefully designed to provide a maximum of RF 
shielding. The design goal will be that no RF leakage in excess of 
150 dBm is radiated from the assembly or the power line.

Platform Frequencies

Each of the eight transmitters will be at a different frequency. The 
frequency spread will be greater than 250 Hz.



T W E R L E  B a l l o o n  p l a t f o r m  S i m u l a t o r

TO  115 VAC
I. P O W ER  S U P P L Y  C I R C U I T  F O R

2 T H R U  8 S AM E AS  POW ER S U P P LY  I
2 .  D A T A  E N C O D E R  C I R C U I T  FO R

2 T H R U  8 S AM E AS D A TA  E N C O D E R  I
3.  T R A N S M I T T E R  C I R C U I T  FO R

2 T H R U  8 SAM E AS T R A N S M I T T E R  I



STATUS OF RF SOURCES STABLE OSCILLATOR TRANSMITTER

The RF Sources stable oscillator transmitter was taken to Madison, 
Wisconsin, and tested using the test set up that the University of Wisconsin 
is using for their oscillator transmitter evaluation. Both the oscillator 
and the transmitter wege placed in a temperature chamber and tests were 
performed at -40 , -20 , -10 , -0 C and +20 C, and at room temperature 
(+25 C). The tests were as follows:

A. Power I n : measured at each temperature with oven on and oven off.

B. Power Out: measured at each temperature.

C. Phase Modulation: measured at each temperature.

D. Frequency: measured at each temperature.

The results of these tests are summarized in Table 3.

Frequency Stability at -20°C

One second frequency samples were taken for a period in excess of 
twenty minutes. The short term stability computed from this data was 
.08 Hz/sec over a 15-minute period. All readings were within 1.36 Hz 
of the initial reading.

Affect of Change in Supply Voltage

The supply voltage was reduced to 11.5 volts and increased to 12.5 
volts. This changed the output frequency by 8.6 Hz. The power out 
changed by .19 watts.

Power Out

The power out was lower than the .6 watts as specified. This was 
later adjusted to .6 watts by tuning one capacitor in the output circuit. 
Hank Fallek of RF sources suggested that the Wisconsin test set up did 
not match their test set up causing the transmitter to be slightly mis
matched.

Low Temperature Test

The transmitter and oscillator were soaked at -70°C while turned off. 
After soak they were turned on and the temperature chamber was allowed to 
slowly drift toward room temperature. The oscillator started to operate 
at about -60 C and the oven reached control temperature at -55 C. As the 
temperature increased the transmitter frequency changed at a rate of 
approximately 4.5 Hz/10 C.

Measurements were made to determine the stability of the phase 
modulator. These tests were inconclusive due to problems in the test set 
up.



TABLE 3. RF Sources Stable Oscillator Transmitter Tests

Power In I Input

Temperature
Oven
On

Oven
Off 1 + 1 2 1 - 1 2 Frequency

Power
Out

+ 24°C 70 72 . 44W

75 72 . 48W

- 40°C 2.32 1.76 98 95

- 20°C 2.0 1.78 84

75

82

74

401,200,028.5 . 38W

+  11.5 
volts

1.9 1.7

78

71

80

70

23.4 . 3W

+  12.5 86 85
volts

2.05 1.87 78 77 32.0 . 49W

26% 79 80

- 10°C 1.9 1.75 72 74 29.3 . 46W

0°C 1.76 1.67 74

69

73

70

31.2 .44W

71 70

+ 20°C 1.72 1.69 72 71 35.3 • 41W

+ 25°C 69

72

68

71

35.5 . 40W


